**Series Name**

**Frame Rating**
30A

**Tripping Characteristic:**
- **Z2:** DC Short Delay
- **Z4:** DC Medium Delay
- **J2:** AC Short Delay
- **J4:** AC Medium Delay

**Rated Current (A):**
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 15, 16, 20, 24, 25, and 30

**Wiring:**
- **H:** Welded/Connection lug wiring

**Operating Method:**
- **Y1:** Black rocker, vertical white printing
- **Y2:** Black rocker, horizontal white printing
- **Y3:** White rocker, vertical black printing
- **Y4:** White rocker, horizontal black printing
- **Y5:** Orange rocker, vertical black printing
- **Y6:** Orange rocker, horizontal black printing

**Mounting:**
- **Q:** Snap In Mounting

**Certification Code:**
- **No code:** TÜV, CE, CCC
- **R:** UL1077, TÜV, CE, CCC
- **L:** UL489A listed, TÜV, CE, CCC (DC Only)

**Color:**
- 1: Black
- 2: Gray

**Accessories:**
- 0: Without auxiliary contact

**Pole Qty:**
- 1: One Pole